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Abstract.
Feature selection is a process followed in order to
improve the generalization and the performance of several
classification and/or regression algorithms. Feature selection
processes are divided in two categories, the filter and the wrapper
approach. The formal is performed independently of the learning
algorithm while the later makes use of the algorithm in an iterative
way.
This paper focuses on the exploitation of a genetic algorithm
used to extract an optimal feature subset of a large database
containing pollutant concentration measurements, following the
wrapper approach. The feature subset feeds a nearest neighbor
algorithm in order to predict the daily maximum concentration for
two pollutants. The encoding problem of the complexity of
representation of the features in the genomes is tackled. Results of
the experimentation on an air quality forecasting problem will be
presented, as well as slight alterations on the standard simple
genetic algorithm paradigm that guided the algorithm to a mature
convergence and gave good solutions.

As [1] describe, the feature weighting algorithms are divided
into two categories: the filtering methods and the wrapper methods.
The former is a no-feedback, pre-selection approach where the
selection of the feature subset is performed independently of the
learning algorithm. The later is an iterative method that
encapsulates the learning algorithm in the feature selection process.
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1. INTRODUCTION12
The main problem is to provide with adequate predictions for the
daily maximum NO2 and O3 concentrations for the city of Athens.
Since every calendar day is thus considered as a case, the gathered
raw data that are based on an hour basis are transformed in datasets
where every row represents a calendar day. It is known from the
field experts that at the first stage of the morning a chemical
reaction called photochemical is taking place between NO, NO2
and O3. High concentrations of NO and an adequate presence of
sunlight can lead to high production of NO2 which is a source of
danger for the human health. Consequently high morning NO2
concentrations have serious impact on the O3 dispersion around the
suburbs of the city during the afternoon hours. Our aim, besides the
accurate NO2 and O3 daily prediction, is to evaluate the theory of
the experts behind the daily lifecycle of the two pollutants and to
identify further attributes that contribute to this cycle.
Prediction algorithms have failed one too many times when
presented with difficult real-time problems. A few steps that could
lead to better efficiency of the learning algorithm are:
the selection of optimized algorithm parameters,
dealing with the learning overfitting,
dealing with noise in the input dataset,
applying post-processing (eg. exploiting ensembles of
classifiers, or boosting the classifier), or
selecting a suitable subset of significant features.
The problem of feature selection can be seen as a case of
feature weighting, where the numerical weights for each of the
features have been replaced by binary values. A value of 1 could
mean the inclusion of the corresponding feature into the subset,
while a value of 0 could mean its absence.
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Figure 1.

Flowchart of the wrapper approach

In this paper we investigate the applicability of feature
selection driven by a genetic algorithm at the input of a nearest
neighbor classifier. The wrapper approach followed is presented in
figure 1. The problem under consideration is the prediction of the
daily maximum concentration for two important pollutants
(nitrogen dioxide and ozone) in the urban area of Athens. The
database where the input datasets are coming from stores
concentrations for five pollutants, for every hour of the day, for
every of the eleven measurement stations that are dispersed in the
Athens basin. Previous applications of a case-based reasoning
approach, a neural network and a decision tree predictor in [2],[3],
a bayesian classifier in [4] and a LVQ neural network in [5], have
proved the efficiency of machine learning algorithms for various
short term air quality forecasting problems.

2. RELATED WORK
Feature selection as an optimization process can be solved using a
number of different search techniques. Exhaustive search has been
used by [6] by exploiting a breadth-first algorithm in order to find a
feature subset of minimal length consistent with the training set
cases. Hillclimbing and best-first search have been studied by [7].
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Branch and bound search for feature selection of a pre-determined
size has been reported by [8]. A filtering method for feature
weighting called Relief using random sampling is introduced in [9]
and further enhanced to handle noisy features in [10].
Genetic algorithms as tools in feature selection have been
studied by several researchers, particularly in [11] and in [12].
Feature selection using genetic algorithm as a pre-processing step
for neural network classification has been exploited in [13]. [14]
empirically prove for a set of problem datasets that the genetically
generated feature subsets that are fed to a neural network are more
efficient than using the full feature sets. [15] compare the use of a
filtering method (F-Relief) to a wrapper method of a genetic
algorithm, showing that a C4.5 and a neural network classifiers are
improved using the later.

5. Hour H1: one in the range [100,..,2300]
6. Hour H2: one in the range (H1,..,2400]
7. Day offset O: one in range [0,..,31]
The standard procedure during the encoding of the feature subset is
to generate a bitstring containing a 0 (for disabled) /1 (for enabled)
bit for every possible feature in the initial pool of features. This
approach works well for problems having a reasonably reduced set
of features [14]. In our problem the 7 variables P,S,H,F,H1,H2 and
O define a feature space containing 1,723,680 possible features,
corresponding to a considerable amount of memory for a computer
system to store all genotypes for the whole population. Thus we
need an alternative representation scheme: a free size array of
bitstrings containing only the enabled features. The representation
along with a sample crossover operation of two genotypes is
presented in figure 3.
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Two disadvantages arise from this approach:
1. The algorithm does not “know” the whole feature space,
since the majority of it is absent from the genotype
encoding.
2. The possibility of redundancy should be dealt with.
Duplicate features may be showed up in any genotype
during the application of the genetic operators.
The anticipation measures for each of these drawbacks include
a big mutation rate and a feature duplication detection and
elimination after each genetic operation cycle. Experiments with
different mutation rates show that big rates favor the population
expansion in the exploration of the feature space.

Gen:=Gen + 1

Figure 2.
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Flowchart for the applied genetic algorithm

3. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
The difficulty with the specific problem and consequently with
every time-series and/or spatial problem is the large feature space.
Since we investigate the power of feature selection to provide
with an effective subset of features, the input data are not passed
through any transformation. It is examined whether the feature
selection scheme has the power to improve the learning algorithm
by itself, without any subsequent pre-processing.
Considering that every row in the datasets corresponds to a
calendar day (let’s say day-0), then for every day-0 in the data sets,
two types of features are considered:
1. Q(P,S,H,O) which is a query of pollutant P concentration
at measurement station S at hour H, O days before day-0.
2. Q(P,S,F,H1,H2,O) which is a query of an aggregate
function F of pollutant P concentrations at station S
between the time period [H1,H2] O days before day-0.
The valid range for the P,S,H,F,H1,H2 and O variables is as
follows:
1. Pollutant P: one of the five measured pollutants {NO2,
O3, CO, NO, SO2}
2. Station S: one of the nine measurement stations in
Athens that gave consistent data, from the coded range
[101,..,109]
3. Hour H: one in the range [100,..,2400]
4. Function F: one of {“Average”, “Maximum”,
“Minimum”, “Variance”}
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Flowchart for the applied genetic operations

The genetic algorithm that is used follows the steps of figure 2.
For the implementation of the genetic algorithm, the GA library
SimBioSys was used. This is a set of C++ classes where the basic
GA functionality is available for exploitation. The GA operations
are applied in a slightly different way from the simple genetic
algorithm. In this implementation the possibility of reproduction is
1 for a defined number of the elite genotypes of the previous
generation, while all of the remainder genotypes are passed
through crossover and then through mutation with a variable
mutation probability, as it is presented in figure 4.
The fitness function selected after preliminary experiments is
composed of two parts: one corresponding to the minimization of
the classification error and one corresponding to minimizing the
length of the solution, which is the number of features in the
genotype:

exceptional solutions among the population that should be
appropriately rewarded.
The weighted standard error (WSE) is a modification of the
root mean square error (RMSE). If et is the forecast error for the
case i, Xt is the actual value, Ft is the learning algorithm forecast
value, then the simple RMSE is:
n

∑ et2
t =1

RMSE =

(3)

n

et = Xt - Ft

(4)

The WSE is computed as follows:
1

F ( E (i ), A(i )) =
a⋅

E (i )
A(i )
+b⋅
E max n
A max n

(1)

n

WSE =
where
F(i) is the fitness function,
n is the number of phenotypes in the population,
E(i) is the weighted classification error WSE of the ith classifier,
Emax|n is the maximum WSE value in the population per
generation,
A(i) is the number of features of the ith classifier,
Amax|n is the maximum number of features among the phenotype
population per generation,
a and b are numerical values in the range [0,..,1], with the
following three constraints:
a <= 1, b <= 1, a + b = 1.

∑ (et ⋅ X t )2
t =1

n

∑ X t2

(5)

t =1

The modification made to RMSE aims at attributing more
penalty at cases with large Xt than at cases with low Xt, having the
same forecast error et. This is justified because errors at large
pollutant concentration values have much more serious health and
social impact than errors concerning low concentration values.
The k-NN algorithm used to evaluate each feature subset is a 3NN with a Euclidean distance metric. The selection of the learning
algorithm to make the feature subsets evaluation is based on the
time needed for training and evaluation. The K-NN algorithm does
not need any training, and the overall time spent during the training
and evaluation phase is reasonably better than a decision tree or a
neural network classifiers.

(2)

F(i)
a=0.9, b=0.1

4. EXPERIMENTS

a=0.7, b=0.3

We run the genetic algorithm with the following parameters, for 3
different (a,b) pairs, aiming at predicting the day-0 maximum
ozone concentration after 10:00 hour at the Patission station (code
101):
•
30 phenotypes in the population
•
50 generations
•
3 elite phenotypes to be reproduced to next generation
•
Mutation rate of 0.8
In figure 6, the WSE and the number of features for every best
solution per generation are presented. As seen in the legend, the
first four digits in the names of the measured attributes correspond
to one of the three (a, b) pairs:
•
(0.9, 0.1),
•
(0.7, 0.3) and
•
(0.5, 0,5).
It can be observed that the convergence rate is much greater for
large ‘a’ values and small ‘b’ values, not followed though by
optimal solutions. The later can be found for intermediate values of
the (a, b) pair of fitness parameters.

a=0.5, b=0.5
a=0.3, b=0.7

E(i)/ Emax|n

Figure 5.

Fitness plot against different (a,b) pair values

The coefficient ‘a’ controls the importance of the classification
error, while the coefficient ‘b’ corresponds to the importance of the
length of the feature subset. Since our interest was primarily
towards low classification error, we set ‘a’ to be 0.9 and ‘b’ to be
0.1. Several runs of the algorithm have proved the above
assumption.
The fitness function plot for different pair values of a,b, for
constant A(i)/Amax|n, is reported in figure 5. The sensitivity of
F(i) in the cases of a,b pairs with a greater a value and a lesser b
value increases for low E(i)/Emax|n ratios. Such low ratios imply
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Table 1.
0901 Features#

0703 Features#

0505 Features#

0901 WSE

0703 WSE

0505 WSE

27

1.
2.
3.
4.

WSE
23.81
25.685
24.4868
24.6261

Features#
1
1
1
2

26

5.

24.9811

2

16
28
14

10

25

8

24

Figure 6.

(a, b) pairs comparison for best solution per generation
Table 2.

In figure 6 an example run is solving the problem of predicting the
day-0 maximum nitrogen dioxide concentration after 10:00 hour
again at the Patission station, with the following parameters:
•
30 phenotypes in the population
•
50 generations
•
1 elite phenotypes to be reproduced to next generation
•
Mutation rate of 0.6
•
a=0.7, b=0.3

Best features selected for the nitrogen dioxide problem

1.

WSE
76.2627

Features#
4

2.

77.3852

4

3.

77.9934

4

4.

80.0881

4

5.

80.7089

6

85

79

21
67
73

0
61

2

23
22

49
55

24

43

25

4

31
37

6

25

27
26

13
19

28

8

7

29

10

MinWSE

MinWSE

12

1

Features Number

Features#
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Figure 7.

Features
O3At106At1800Day-4
O3At108_Avg(900To2200)Day-8
O3At106At2000Day-2
SO2At108At300Day-0,
SO2At106At400Day-0
SO2At108At300Day-0,
SO2At106At300Day-0

The results indicate a clear relation between station 101 (Patission
station) and stations 106 and 108. Past ozone readings for the hours
between 18:00 and 20:00 and early SO2 values have an important
effect on the day-0 ozone maximum. The results indicate that the
high O3 concentrations at the central Patission (code 101) station
are originated from N-NW directions, where the Liosia (code 106)
and the Peristeri (code 108) stations are situated.
In table 2 the corresponding solutions for the nitrogen dioxide
problem are displayed:
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40
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Generations

34

31
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25

22

20
19

0
16

21

13

22

2

7
10

4

4

23

1

6

WSE

Features Number

12

Best features selected for the ozone problem

Features
NO2At105At1400Day-20,
NOAt101At600Day-0,
O3At105At1700Day-13,
NO2At101At900Day-0
NOAt105At1400Day-20,
NOAt101At600Day-0,
O3At105At1700Day-13,
NO2At101At900Day-0
NO2At105At1400Day-20,
NOAt101At500Day-0,
O3At105At1700Day-13,
NO2At101At900Day-0
O3At106At600Day-0,
NOAt101At600Day-0,
O3At105At1700Day-13,
NO2At101At900Day-0
SO2At101At600Day-14,
NOAt101At400Day-0,
O3At105At1700Day-13,
NO2At101At900Day-0,
NO2At106At100Day-0,
COAt103At900Day-0

For NO2 prediction at 101 station, a space relation between
stations 101 and 105 is revealed. Morning to mid-day hour
measurements for NO and NO2 during the same day-0 display an
important predictive power. Also, measurements two or three
weeks before day-0 seem to be important.
The results reported here indicate that the feature selection preprocessing using a genetic algorithm can be a useful tool for
environmental problem solving, not only for improving the
classification error of the subsequent learning algorithm, but also
for revealing hidden time-space relations among the feature space.
This paper showed also the modifications made to the genetic
algorithm needed to achieve both convergence and accepted k-nn
evaluation error.

Convergence of the best solution per generation

For every generation of the genetic algorithm a best proposed
solution stands out. Figure 7 depicts the evolution of the best
solution through each generation. The solutions that have been
acquired after the experiments are recorded, are discussed in the
next section.

5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
What it was expected from the feature selection through the use of
the genetic algorithm was apart from the efficiency improvement,
the time and space relations between the input features and the
output classes to be indicated by the best selected solutions. This
should contribute to the evaluation of the basic knowledge that the
experts have about the phenomenon, as well as to the apocalypses
of the hidden physical time-space interactions.
For the problem of ozone prediction the following table
summarizes the 5 best solutions over all runs sorted by WSE,
followed by the features number for each solution.
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